Abstract. In this paper, we push forward the approach proposed in [1] aiming at studying semantic interpretation criteria for the purpose of ensuring safety and complexity properties of programs working on streams. The paper improves the previous results by considering global and local upper bounds properties of both theoretical and practical interests guaranteeing that the size of each output stream element is bounded by a function in the maximal size of the input stream elements. Moreover, in contrast to previous studies, these properties also apply to a wide class of stream definitions, that is functions that do not have streams in the input but produce an output stream.
Introduction
A wider interest for infinite data structures and, particularly, streams has emerged in the last past two decades. Indeed, advances in computer networking combined with the creation of modern operating systems have made streaming practical and affordable for ordinary computers, thus leading streaming to become one of the most used network technologies. This technological jump has coincided with a renewal of interest in theoretical infinitary models and studies.
Stream-like language and properties Several formal frameworks have been designed for the manipulation of infinite objects including infinitary rewriting [2] , infinitary lambda-calculus [3] and computable analysis, which provides different models of computation over real numbers [4] . Important properties of these models such as infinitary weak and strong normalizations and complexity classes definitions and characterizations, among others, have been deeply studied in the literature. Another interesting approach to deal with infinite data is the use of laziness in functional programming languages [5] . In languages like Haskell, streams are list expressions whose elements are evaluated on demand. In this way streams can be treated by finitary means. In parallel, several studies have emerged on the underlying theories. Many efforts have been made on studying tools and techniques, as co-induction and bisimulation, to prove stream program equivalence [6, 7] . Other studies have been made to develop techniques for ensuring productivity, a notion introduced in [8] . A stream definition is productive if it can be effectively evaluated in a unique constructor infinite normal form. Productivity is in general undecidable, so, many restricted languages and restricting criteria have been studied to ensure it [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Besides program equivalence and productivity, other stream program properties, in particular complexity-related properties, surprisingly have received little attention. Some interesting considerations about space complexity properties of streams programs, as buffering and overflow, have been made in [11, 14] , suggesting that space complexity aspects of streams are of real practical interest. The sized type based tools and techniques developed in [11] had a wide diffusion in the study of program properties. For instance, they have been used in [15] to analyze complexity properties of strict programs working on lists. Nevertheless, a general study of practical stream program properties based on size analysis is lacking. From a theoretical point of view, the fact that usual tools of complexity theory, well behaving on inductive data types, cannot be directly applied to streams suggests that an extensive study of complexity properties of stream programs is necessary. Some preliminaries results in this direction have been obtained in [16] where the polynomial time complexity of infinite data type programs is studied using a type-based restricted language with co-inductive types.
Contribution In [1] , we considered a small stream Haskell-like first order language and we started the study of some space properties, i.e. properties about the size of stream elements. We presented a new method that use semantic interpretations in order to ensure I/O and synchrony upper bounds properties for functions working on streams. The semantic interpretations used there are extensions of the notions of quasi-interpretation [17] and sup-interpretation [18] , introduced to obtain upper bounds on finitary term rewriting systems. The method introduced in [1] is promising and is well adapted to purely operational reasoning, nevertheless the properties studied there are limited to properties about functions working on input streams and they do not consider definitions of streams, i.e. functions that do not have streams in input and that produce an output stream. For example, such properties do not hold even for simple examples of stream programs that include stream definitions like the program computing the Fibonacci sequence or like the following program:
In the present work, we generalize the method of [1] , in order to study properties of stream programs, i.e. properties of both functions working on streams and stream definitions. In particular, we study space properties of streams like nats or ones. We design criteria to ensure a global and a local space upper bound properties. Consider the following stream program:
zip (x : xs) ys = x : (zip ys xs)
It is easy to verify that the size of every element of a stream s built only using repeat and zip is bounded by a constant k, i.e. the maximal natural number n in a subterm repeat n in s. In particular, it means that every stream s built only using repeat and zip is globally bounded by a constant k. In order to generalize this property, we study a Global Upper Bound (GUB) property ensuring that the size of stream elements is bounded by a function in the maximal size of the input elements. Analogously, consider the following stream program:
sad (x : xs) (y : ys) = (add x y) : (sad xs ys)
Clearly, every stream s built using nats and sad is not globally bound. Nevertheless it is easy to verify that for every such an s there exists a function f such that every element a of s in the local position n has a size bounded by f (n). In order to generalize this property, we study a Local Upper Bound (LUB) property ensuring that the size of the n-th evaluated element of a stream is bounded by a function in its index n and the maximal size of the input. The above properties, very natural from a complexity theory point of view, are also of practical interest since they can be used to prove upper bounds on classical stream examples. For this reason, we study two distinct criteria guaranteeing them.
Previous works
The stream language introduced in the paper is the same than in [1] . From a technical point of view, in order to ensure the global upper bound property, we need to simply adapt the interpretation tools developed in [1] . The result is simple but gives an interesting insight on the way global properties of infinite data types can be given in a finitary way. Conversely, in order to ensure the local upper bound we need an extension of the usual semantic interpretation. In particular, we introduce the new notion of parametrized semantic interpretation, i.e. semantic interpretation where functions depend on external parameters. The parametrized semantic interpretations allow us to ensure the local upper bound. Since parametrized interpretations and non parametrized interpretations that we use in this paper are extensions of quasi-interpretations, we also know that their synthesis (i.e. find an interpretation of a given program) is decidable for polynomials of bounded degree over real numbers [19, 20] . Consequently, they seem to be a pertinent tool for future developments.
Outline of the paper In Section 2, we introduce the language considered and notations. In Section 3, we recall some basic notions about interpretations. In Section 4, we study the global upper bound properties and the semantic interpretation criteria to ensure it. In Section 5, we introduce the local upper bound property, we generalize semantic interpretations to the parametrized ones and we study criteria to ensure it. Finally, in Section 6, we conclude and we sketch some further directions that we would like to investigate.
Preliminaries

Syntax of the first order sHask language
We consider the first order Haskell-like language sHask computing on stream data presented in [1] . Consider three disjoint sets X , C and F representing the set of variables, the set of constructor symbols and, respectively, the set of function symbols. A sHask program consists in a set of definitions described in the the grammar of Table 1 , where x ∈ X , c ∈ C and f ∈ F. Throughout the paper, we use the identifier t to represent a symbol in C ∪ F and the notation d, for some identifier d, to represent the sequence d 1 , . . . , d n , whenever n is clear from the context. We will also use the notation t − → e as a shortcut notation for the application t e 1 · · · e n , whenever t is a symbol of arity n. Notice that, as usual, application associates to the left. Moreover, we distinguish a special error symbol Err in C of arity 0 corresponding to pattern matching failure.
The language sHask includes a Case operator to carry out pattern matching and first order program definitions. Note that Case operator can appear only in definitions. In this, our grammar presentation differs from the one in [1] , but there we also have some additional conditions that turn the definitions to be exactly the same considered here. We will use set of definitions f − → p 1 = e 1 , . . . , f − → p k = e k as syntactic sugar for an expression of the shape f − → x = Case x of p 1 → e 1 , . . . , p k → e k . Finally, we suppose that all the free variables contained in the expression e i of a case expression appear in the patterns p i , that no variable occurs twice in p i and that patterns are non-overlapping. It entails that programs are confluent. For simplicity, we only consider well-typed first order programs dealing with lists that do not contain other lists. We assure this property by a typing restriction similar to the one of [14] .
Definition 1. Let S be the set of basic and value types defined by the following grammar:
where α is a basic type variable, a is a value type variable, Nat is a constant type representing natural numbers, × and [ ] are type constructors.
Notice that the above definition can be extended to standard algebraic data types. In the sequel, we use α, β to denote basic type variables, a, b to denote value type variables, σ, τ to denote basic types and A, B to denote value types.
As in Haskell, we allow restricted polymorphism, i.e. a basic type variable α and a value type variable a represent every basic type and respectively every value type. As usual, → associates to the right. For notational convenience, we will use
Every function and constructor symbol t of arity n come equipped with a type
Well typed symbols, patterns and expressions are defined using the type system in Table 2 . Note that the symbol Err can be typed with every value type A in order to get type preservation in the evaluation mechanism. Moreover, it is worth noting that the type system, in order to allow only first order function definitions, assigns functional types to constructors and function symbols, but only value types to expressions. Typing judgments are of the shape t :: − → A → B, for some symbol t and some type
In our examples, we will only consider three standard data types: numerals, lists and pairs, encoded by the constructor symbols 0 and infix + 1, nil and infix : and, respectively, ( , ). In this work,we are specifically interested in studying stream properties. So we pay attention to particular classes programs working on [α], the type of both finite and infinite lists of type α. In what follows we use a terminology slightly different from the one used in [1] . A function symbol f is called a stream function
with n > 0. In the case where f ::
we say that it is a function definition if f is a stream function, otherwise if f is a stream constructor we say that it is a stream definition. In what follows, we will in general talk about properties of function symbols to stress that such properties holds both for functions and stream definitions.
Example 1. Consider the following program:
zip is a stream function and nats is a stream constructor.
sHask lazy operational semantics
The sHask language has a standard lazy operational semantics, where sharing is not considered. The semantics is described by the rules of Table 3 using substitutions, where a substitution σ (sometimes denoted {e 1 /x 1 , . . . , e n /x n }) is a mapping from variables to expressions. The computational domain is the set of Values defined in Table 1 . Values are either particular expressions with a constructor symbol at the outermost position or the symbol Err corresponding to pattern matching errors. Note that the intended meaning of the notation e ⇓ v is that the expression e evaluates to the value v ∈ Values. As usual in lazy semantics the evaluation does not explore the entire results but stops once the requested information is found.
Example 2. Consider again the program defined in Example 1. We have the following evaluations: nats 0 ⇓ 0 : (nats (0 + 1))) and zip nil (nats 0) ⇓ Err.
Case e 1 of p
Case e of c p1,
e {e/x} ⇓ v Case e of x → e ⇓ v (pm b ) Table 3 . sHask lazy operational semantics
Preliminary notions
In this section, we introduce some useful programs and notions in order to study stream properties by operational finitary means. First, we define the usual Haskell list indexing function !! which returns the n-th element of a list.
Second, we define a program eval that forces the (possibly diverging) full evaluation of expressions to constructor values in CValues described in Table 1 , which are expressions composed only by constructors. We define eval for every value type A as:
whereĈ is a function symbol representing the strict version of the primitive constructor c. For example in the case where c is +1 we can defineĈ as the program succ :: Nat → Nat defined by succ 0 = 0 + 1 and succ (x + 1) = (x + 1) + 1. When we want to stress that an expression e is completely evaluated (i.e. evaluated to a constructor value) we denote it by e. A relevant set of completely evaluated expressions is the set N = {n | n :: Nat} of canonical numerals. In general we write 0, 1, . . . for concrete instances of canonical numerals. Finally we introduce a notion of size for expressions.
Definition 2 (Size). The size of a expression e is defined as
if e is a variable or a symbol of arity 0 |e| = i∈{1,...,n}
Note that for each n ∈ N we have |n| = n. Let F (e) denote the componentwise application of F to the sequence e (i.e. F (e 1 , · · · , e n ) = F (e 1 ), . . . , F (e n )). For example, given a sequence s = s 1 , · · · , s n , we use the notation |s| for |s 1 |, . . . , |s n |.
Interpretations
Now we introduce interpretations, our main tool in order to ensure stream properties. Throughout the paper, ≥ and > denote the natural ordering on real numbers and its restriction.
Definition 3 (Assignment)
. An assignment of a symbol t ∈ F ∪ C of arity n is a function t : (R + ) n → R + . For each variable x ∈ X , we define x = X, with X a fresh variable ranging over R + . This allows us to extend assignments − to expressions canonically. Given an expression t e 1 . . . e n with m variables, its assignment is a function (R + ) m → R + defined canonically by:
A program assignment is an assignment − defined for each symbol of the program. An assignment is monotonic if for any symbol t, t is an increasing function, that is for every symbol t and all
Now we define the notion of additive assignments which guarantees that the assignment of a constructor value remains affinely bounded by its size.
Definition 4.
An assignment of a symbol c of arity n is additive if
with α c ≥ 1, whenever n > 0, and c = 0 otherwise. The assignment − of a program is called additive assignment if each constructor symbol of C has an additive assignment.
Additive assignments have the following interesting property.
Lemma 1.
Given an additive assignment − , there is a constant α such that for each constructor value v, the following inequalities are satisfied:
Proof. The proof is in [21] . Let → be the rewrite relation induced by giving an orientation from left to right to the definitions and let → * be its contextual, transitive and reflexive closure. We start by showing some properties on monotonic assignments: Proposition 1. Given a program admitting the interpretation − , then for every closed expression e we have:
Definition 5 (Interpretation)
Proof. 1. By induction on the derivation length and can be found in [21] . 2. It is a direct consequence of point 1 of this proposition because the lazy semantics is just a particular rewrite strategy. 3. By induction on the size of constructor values using point 2 of this proposition and monotonicity.
It is important to relate the size of an expression and its interpretation.
Lemma 2. Given a program having an assignment − , there is a function G : R + → R + such that for each expression e we have: e ≤ G(|e|).
Proof. By induction on the size of expressions, it can be found in [1] .
In the following sections, we study global and local stream properties related to constructor value size upper bounds. Moreover, we introduce criteria that use interpretations to ensure them. Although these properties are mostly undecidable, the criteria we discuss are decidable when considering restricted classes of functions, for example polynomials over real numbers of bounded degree and coefficients, see [19, 20] for a more detailed discussion.
Global upper bound (GUB)
In studying space properties of programs it is natural to relate the output element size to the input size. Ensuring this provides interesting information about the complexity of functions computed by the corresponding program. However, when lazy languages and infinite data are considered, the standard complexity measure, i.e. the whole size of input, is nonsense. In these situations, a good compromise is to take the maximal size of a stream element as a parameter and to bound the maximal output element size by a function in the maximal input size. This is what we call a global upper bound because it bounds the size of output elements globally. Notice that, in general, such a definition has a meaning if the input stream has a maximal element size. This trivially holds when there is no input stream.
Definition 6. Given a sHask program, the function symbol f ::
has a global upper bound if there is a function G : R + → R + such that for every expression s i :: [σ i ] and e i :: τ i of the program:
A program has a global upper bound if every function symbol in it has a global upper bound.
Note that in the definition above we consider both stream functions and stream constructors, this means that we can both have globally bounded function and stream definitions. Let e be zip ones ones. We know that every element of ones has size bounded by the constant 1. Since for each n ∈ N, eval(e !! n) ⇓ 1, by taking G(X) = X +1, we obtain |1| = 1
Now, we define a criterion using interpretations in order to ensure the global upper bound.
Definition 7.
A program is GUB if it admits an interpretation − that is additive but on the constructor : where : is defined by : (X, Y ) = max(X, Y ).
Proof. We proceed by induction on n ∈ N. Let n = 0 and e !! 0 ⇓ v and v = Err. It is easy to verify that necessarily e ⇓ hd : tl because programs are well typed. By definition of GUB and by Proposition 1(2) we know that there is an interpretation such that e ≥ hd : tl = : ( hd , tl ) ≥ hd , because : (X, Y ) = max(X, Y ). Applying Proposition 1(2) again, we know that if hd ⇓ v then hd ≥ v . So we have e ≥ v and then the conclusion. Now, let n = n + 1 and e !! (n + 1) ⇓ v and v = Err. It is easy to verify that necessarily e ⇓ hd : tl and again we have e ≥ hd : tl ≥ tl . Moreover e !! (n +1) ⇓ v implies by definition that tl !! n ⇓ v and by induction hypothesis we have tl ≥ v . So we can conclude e ≥ v and so the conclusion.
Theorem 1. If a program is GUB then it has a global upper bound.
Proof. It suffices to show that every function symbol has a global upper bound. For simplicity, we suppose that for each function symbol we have only one definition. The general case with several definitions follows directly. Consider a function symbol f ::
Let n ∈ N and σ be a substitution and suppose
Hence
By Lemma 2 and monotonicity, we know that there is a function F :
obtain a global upper bound by taking G(X) = f (F (X), F (X)). Clearly this program has a global upper bound. Moreover, it is GUB with respect to the following interpretation: 0 = 0, +1 (X) = 1, : (X, Y ) = zip = max(X, Y ), inv (X) = max(1, X), tail (X) = X and morse = 1. For instance, for the first rule, we have that for each L ∈ R: morse = 1 ≥ max(0, 1, 1, 1) = max( 0 , max(1, morse , morse )) = max( 0 , max( inv morse , tail morse )) = max( 0 , (zip (inv morse) (tail morse)) ) = 0 : (zip (inv morse) (tail morse))
Local upper bound (LUB)
Previous upper bounds are very useful in practice but also very restrictive. Simple examples like the stream definition of nats do not admit any global upper bound (and it is not GUB because we should demonstrate that nats x ≥ ? x : (nats (x + 1)) = max( x , nats ( x + k)), for some k ≥ 1) just because they compute streams with unbounded element size. However we would like to establish some properties over such kind of programs depending on other parameters. Clearly, in functional programming we never expect a stream to be fully evaluated. A Haskell programmer will evaluate some elements of a stream s using some function like !! or take. In this case, it may be possible to derive an upper bound on the size of the elements using the input index n of the element we want to reach. For example, we know that the size of the complete evaluation of (nats 0) !! n is bounded by the size of n. From these observations it is easy to argue that we need another kind of space property, that we call local because it does not only rely on the maximal size of the input stream elements but also on their index in the output stream.
Definition 8. Given a sHask program, the function symbol f ::
has a local upper bound if there is a function G : R + → R + such that for every expression s i :: [σ i ], e i :: τ i of the program:
A program has a local upper bound if every function symbol in it has a local upper bound.
Note that also in the definition above, like in the case of GUB, we consider both stream functions and stream constructors, this means that we can both have locally bounded function and stream definitions. . Consequently, taking F (X) = 2 × X, we obtain that ∀n ∈ N: , |e|) ) Now we define a criterion ensuring the fact that the size of an output element may depend on its index. For that purpose, we need to introduce a variation on assignments.
Definition 9.
A program assignment is parametrized by some variable L ∈ R, denoted − L , if for each symbol t of arity n, t L is a function from (R + ) n × R to R. We use the notation − r , whenever some r ∈ R is substituted to L. The parametrized assignment of a variable x is defined by a fresh variable X ranking over R + . Each parametrized assignment is extended to expressions as follows:
A parametrized assignment is monotonic if it is monotonic with respect to each of its arguments, including the parameter L ∈ R.
We extend the notion of additive interpretations to the parametrized ones so that an additive symbol c of arity n, for some k ≥ 1, has the interpretation
Proposition 2. Given a program admitting the parametrized interpretation − L , then for every closed expression e and every r ∈ R we have:
Proof. 1.We show that this result holds for every expression d such that e → * d, by induction on the reduction length n. It trivially holds for n = 0. Suppose it holds for n and take a reduction of length n + 1: e → + such that X = u , for all u ∈ R. We know that there is some r ∈ R such that C[lσ] r = C r ( lσ r ). The real number r just depends on the structure of the context C[ ] (indeed it is equal to r minus the number of times where the expression lσ appears as a subterm of the rightmost argument of the constructor symbol : in the context C[ ]). By definition of parametrized interpretations, we also know that for all L (and in particular for r ), lσ L ≥ rσ L . So we have C r ( lσ r ) ≥ C r ( rσ r ) = d r , by monotonicity. 2. It follows for every v such that e ⇓ v, from the fact that the lazy semantics is just a particular rewrite strategy. 3. We prove it using the same reasoning as in the proof of Proposition1.3. There are two cases to consider. If e ⇓ c − → e , with c =:, then we can show easily that eval e ⇓ c − → v , for some v i such that eval e i ⇓ v i . Since e r ≥ c − → e r , by (2) , and e i r ≥ v i r , by induction hypothesis, we conclude that e r ≥ c − → e r = c r ( e r ) ≥ c r ( v r ) = c − → v r , by monotonicity of c r and, by definition of canonical extension. Now if e ⇓ hd : tl and eval hd ⇓ v and eval tl ⇓ w then e r ≥ hd : tl r , by (2) , and hd r ≥ v r and tl r−1 ≥ w r−1 , by induction hypothesis. We conclude that e r ≥ hd : tl r = : r ( hd r , tl r−1 ) ≥ :
Lemma 4. Given a program admitting a monotonic parametrized assignment − L , there is a function G : R + × R + → R + such that for each expression e and every r ∈ R + : e r ≤ G(|e|, r)
. We prove by induction on the structure of e that e r ≤ F |e| (|e|, r). If e is a variable, a constructor or a function symbol of arity 0, then conclusion follows directly by definition of
By induction hypothesis, we have d i r ≤ F |di| (|d i |, r). We have two possibilities depending on the shape of t. If t =: then by induction hypothesis, definition and monotonicity of F :
Conversely in the case t =: by definition of parametrized interpretation, induction hypothesis, definition and monotonicity of F , we have:
Now the conclusion follow easily by taking G(X, L) = F X (X, L). 
It is a parametrized interpretation and, consequently, nats is LUB. Consider the case n = n +1 and e !! (n +1) ⇓ v. It is easy to verify that necessarily e ⇓ hd : tl, hence we have e n ≥ hd : tl n = max( hd n , tl n−1 ) ≥ tl n−1 , by Proposition 2.2. Moreover e !! (n +1) ⇓ v implies by definition that tl !! n ⇓ v and by induction hypothesis we have tl n−1 ≥ v 0 . So we have e n ≥ v 0 and then the conclusion.
Theorem 2. If a program is LUB then it admits a local upper bound.
Proof. It suffices to show that every function symbol has a local upper bound. For simplicity, we consider the case where for each function symbol we have only one definition. The general case with several definitions follows directly. Consider a stream function symbol f ::
Let n ∈ N and σ be a substitution and suppose 
we have a local upper bound.
Example 9.
Consider the stream definition of nats of Example 1 together with the parametrized interpretation of Example 8. It is LUB, consequently, it admits a local upper bound. Taking F (X) = nats X (X) = X + X, we know that for each canonical numerals m, n ∈ N such that eval((nats m) !! n) ⇓ v n , we have F (max(|n|, |m|)) = 2 × max(m, n) ≥ |v n | (Indeed for all n, we have v n = m + n). This program is LUB with respect to the following interpretation:
Indeed for the first rule, we have that for each L ∈ R:
= max( 0 L , 1 : sad fib (tail fib) L−1 ) = 0 : (1 : sad fib (tail fib)) L We let the reader check the inequalities for the other definitions. We obtain that the function 2 L is a parametrized upper bound on the Fibonacci sequence: for each canonical numerals n ∈ N s.t. eval(fib !! n) ⇓ v n , we have 2 |n| ≥ |v n |.
Combining the criteria
One issue of interest is to study what happens if we consider locally bounded streams (like in the case of LUB) and if we want to obtain a global upper bound without any reference to the index as illustrated by the following example. The size of the result is always bounded by the maximal size of the first input stream elements even if the sizes of the second input stream elements are not bounded. Consequently, if the first input only contains GUB symbols, whatever the second input is we know that the result will be bounded. In this particular case, we might ask the program to be LUB together with the restrictions:
-smin L (X, Y ) is constant in Y and L, -the first argument of smin only applies to expressions e such that e L is constant in L By Proposition 2.3 and by Lemmata 5 and 1, if eval((smin e d)!!n) ⇓ v we know that smin e d n ≥ v 0 ≥ |v|. By the above restrictions, we obtain smin n ( e n , d n ) = smin 0 ( e 0 , 0) ≥ |v| (substituting arbitrarily the constant 0 to n) and, consequently, we obtain an upper bound independent from n. We claim it can be generalized easily to every LUB program. For example, we may show that smin ones (nats 0) has a global upper bound using this methodology.
Conclusion
In this paper, to continue the work started in [1] , we have introduced two interpretation-based criteria over stream functions, named GUB and LUB respectively, such that:
-if a given program admits an interpretation satisfying the criterion GUB, then the output stream admits a global upper bound, i.e. the size of every of its elements can be bounded wrt to the input size -if a given program admits an interpretation satisfying the criterion LUB, then the output stream admits a local upper bound, i.e. the size of the n-th element in it can be bounded wrt to the input size and its index n These properties are part of a more general study about stream properties. However, a lot of questions are still open. In particular, we plan to investigate some other stream properties such as buffering [11] (which occurs when recursive calls store arguments of infinitely increasing size), memory leak [14] (which occurs when the program has to memorize an unbounded number of input stream elements between two outputs) or reachability (which occurs when some stream elements are never evaluated. Notice that although closely related, it is not the same as productivity) in future developments.
